BOAT UPHOLSTERY
CARE & USE
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QUESTIONS?
Contact SugarHouse
Industries customer
support at: 801-563-9600
8:00 am – 5:30 pm (MST),
Monday through Friday
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WARNING
• Placing items on seat in direct sunlight
may cause color to permanently transfer to
your marine upholstery.
•

Avoid laying sharp items on your
upholstery as they may nick, or cut
the vinyl.

•

Your boat should be clean and dry before
long term storage to avoid mold and
mildew growth on your boat’s upholstery.

WARRANTY
1 YEAR LIMITEDwarranty against defects in
marine-grade vinyl.

CARING FOR YOUR BOAT’S UPHOLSTERY:
Marine grade vinyl is designed to endure harsh
marine conditions but without proper care and
maintenance it will break down much faster. The
best way to prolong the look and performance
of boat seats and upholstery is to keep it clean
and out of the sun. Regular application of a UV
inhibitor such as 303 Aerospace Protectant is highly
recommended.

CLEANING:
Apply Driven Premium Polymer Wash and let it
sit for several minutes. Use a very soft-bristled
brush to scrub away debris, dirt, and mold. Using
a soft brush is important, especially on vulnerable
spots like your seat seams. Scrubbing too hard or
with particularly tough bristles can damage your
vinyl and make it look worn before its time. After
you’ve loosened dirt and mold, it’s important to
rinse very well. This is true even if you’re using a
gentle cleaner like ammonia and water or vinegar
and baking soda. Once you’re done rinsing, dry
everything carefully. Mold spores can feed off any
left behind cleaning residue, and drying your vinyl
thoroughly helps prevent mold from even getting
a foothold.
When it comes to vinyl and rubber, we also
recommend Driven Vinyl/Leather/Rubber protector.
After washing, use a soft sponge to gently rub the
protector into your seats, and let it sit for thirty
minutes. Then use a soft microfiber towel to buff
the formula into the seats. This will help protect
your seats against extreme sun and cold and stainprotect them against spilled drinks and fluids
without being greasy or slippery.
CAUTION:Never use a high-powered
pressure washer or commercial car wash
sprayer. AIR DRY ONLY.

